
 

Photos Use and Biometric Information Retention Policy 

Amazon Logistics, Inc. and its affiliates (“Amazon”) require that users of the Amazon delivery application 

provide a photo for identification purposes.   Amazon may derive from your stored photo a scan of your 

face geometry or similar biometric data (“Biometric Information”).  Amazon uses your stored photos 

(including your photos that we already have on file or photos we may obtain from delivery vehicle cameras 

and technology), driver’s license, or government-issued ID and Biometric Information from such photos 

for identification and driver account login purposes. This can include making sure it's you who is doing the 

delivery and using your photo to identify you to customers and Amazon personnel. The photo is also used 

on your in-app ID card. Additionally, drivers of fleet vehicles equipped with safety technology, including 

technology provided by Netradyne, Inc. (“Netradyne”), may have their photos taken by onboard cameras 

for identity verification and account login purposes.  Amazon may derive from your photo Biometric 

Information to compare to Biometric Information from photos Amazon has on file.   

This policy governs our retention of users’ photos and Biometric Information. Amazon generally retains a 

user’s Biometric Information only for as long as it takes to complete the verification of your identity, but 

may retain Biometric Information for up to 30 days after it is generated.  Thereafter, Amazon will promptly 

delete the Biometric Information. Note that this means Amazon may need to retain your Biometric 

Information after you stop using the Amazon delivery application for purposes of ongoing fraud detection 

and investigation. Amazon will retain your photos while you use the Amazon delivery application and 

thereafter for so long as permitted by law or until you request that Amazon delete your photo. You may 

request deletion of your photo by contacting support, but deleting your photo will block your access to 

the Amazon delivery application until you replace it and it is checked for validity.   

Amazon may disclose your photos to third party providers of Amazon or have such third party providers 

collect your photo directly via use of their technology, including Netradyne, but such third party providers 

shall be permitted to access, use and retain Biometric Information only for the purpose of providing 

services to Amazon as described herein and only in a manner consistent with this policy.  Amazon does 

not otherwise share your photos or Biometric Information with any third parties and does not sell your 

photos or Biometric Information, and all such third party providers (including Netradyne) are contractually 

obligated to comply with this policy.  

 

 


